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Six QueStionS to ASk About  
Your MArket reSeArch

Don’t roll the Dice 
ISR’s tagline is “Act with confidence” because we believe that’s 

what you’re buying when you buy quality market research 

products and services, confidence. But how do you ensure the 

research products and services you buy will make you confident 

in the decisions you make?

In this whitepaper we examine the six questions one should 

ask in order to ensure they are getting the value they expect 

and suggest “alternative” practices/ approaches that buyers of 

market research should be on the lookout for.
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The value of knowing
Before buying any piece of off-the-shelf intelligence, we recommend you ask the following 
questions.

How many participants?
Value: Understanding your margin of error allows for better expectation setting, 
making you more likely to hit your performance metrics.

Who sponsored the research?
Value: Independent data is clean data and clean data means you can confidently stand 
behind your analysis and presentations.

Where did the participants come from?
Value: Eliminating sample bias translates into accurate competitive information and 
improves service quality by ensuring your decisions are the right ones.

What is the responsibility profile for the participants?
Value: Defense and “projectability.” Nothing stops a presentation faster than senior 
management questioning the fundamental basis of your re-search. Confidently 
project the research to your decision-makers.

When were the data collected?
Value: Defense and validity. This should be the first question someone asks you during 
a presentation and saying “I don’t know” doesn’t sound so good.

What is the background of the analyst who managed 
the project and reporting?
Value: Speed. An experienced analyst with hands-on industry knowledge will produce insights 
that you can quickly turn into fit-for-purpose recommendations for your organization.

“A few observations and 
much reasoning lead to error; 
many observations and a little 
reasoning lead to truth.”

alexis Carrel
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Of the questions ISR recommends asking, this one is certainly among the most 
important. That isn’t to say that every piece of research requires hundreds or 
thousands of participants. Ours is a relatively boutique industry and sometimes 
“hundreds” is the total universe of applicable targets. And besides, qualitative 
methodologies and projects play an important role in any industry. For some 
research questions, conducting a dozen in-depth, one-on-one interviews with 
highly targeted individuals is not only appropriate, it’s invaluable. But be aware, this 
type of research should be exploratory in nature and contains largely open-ended 
questioning strategies with highly skilled interviewers. If, on the other hand, the 
research has 10-20 survey responses, many rating scale questions that are reported 
in percentages on pie charts and bar graphs, there’s good chance the publisher 
simply stopped short of conducting quality work.

Let’s consider briefly the practical implications of sample size and its effect on 
confidence. Each of the following scenarios assumes a confidence interval of 90%. 
(Side note: Your market research partners should be able to intelligently answer 
questions about statistics.)

Implications of sample size

So if you are doing market sizing, or using the data to create a business case, or 
are simply determining the average dollars spent on an activity, you can be more 
than twice as confident in your responses if you get to 100 respondents vs. 20 
respondents. Lastly, make sure you know how many respondents answer each 
question. Just because 30 people respond to a survey does not mean they answer 
all of the questions.

Usually more is better. 

However, at the very least, 

you need to know the 

number of participants for 

each question.

how many 
parTiCipanTs 
are There in The 
researCh?

reD flags
Beware of “This 
research includes 
responses from 
15 of the top 
20 companies!” 
– This often 
means: “This 
research includes 
responses from 
15 people!” 
Suddenly, the 
exclamation point 
seems out of 
place, doesn’t it?

10 RESPONDENTS
-26% +26%

20 RESPONDENTS
-18% +18%

100 RESPONDENTS
-8% +8%

MEAN

150 RESPONDENTS
-6% +6%
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reD flags
For this question, 
beware of any 
answer other 
than “nobody.” If 
you’re purchasing 
research to make 
objective, data-
based decisions, 
the data you 
purchase must 
itself be objective.

who sponsoreD 
This researCh 
projeCT? 

With almost no exceptions, there is only one acceptable response to this 
question: Nobody.

With sponsorship typically comes money and with money comes influence. 
Most often when sponsorship occurs it is because the market research company 
wants to minimize the financial risk that is inherent in conducting and selling 
market research. Conducting meaningful market research requires a meaningful 
investment of money, time, and human resources. Missing the mark means a 
loss of those resources. But if a market research company is in touch with its 
audience and its industry, it will have confidence that the topics it covers are 
commercially viable and study “sponsors” are not necessary.

“We must guard against the 
acquisition of unwarranted 
influence, whether sought 
or unsought.”

DwighT eisenhower
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reD flags
While not 
universally true, 
be mindful of 
biased samples. 
If you are using 
the research to 
extrapolate to 
an industry, then 
the more random 
the better. Ask 
yourself: who 
are the ultimate 
decision-makers? 
If those people 
don’t match the 
sample, then 
look elsewhere 
or proceed with 
extreme caution.

where DiD The 
parTiCipanTs 
Come from?

There are several acceptable answers to this and one very unacceptable answer. 
Most commonly, lists are purchased, rented, cobbled together through various 
resource-intensive activities. It’s difficult, labor-intensive work and while it 
doesn’t necessarily yield a random cross-section of our industry’s professionals, 
ISR believes it does represent a reasonable “best effort” in a boutique industry 
such as ours.

The unacceptable response to this question includes any company that provides 
their own target lists for inclusion in the research. Especially if there is any sort 
of company / service evaluation component to the research. We probably 
don’t need to spell it out for you but here’s the scenario that can occur: market 
research Company X is conducting a project on customer or investigator 
satisfaction. Market research Company X goes to the industry’s professionals 
(CRO or Pharma executives) with a request for their contact lists to target for the 
research. In our humble opinions, it would take an extra special person to provide 
a representative, unbiased list of contacts to the research company. More likely, 
companies provide as many favorable contacts as they can identify; or at least 
cull their list of known poor relationships. If so, the company that provides the 
largest number of favorable contacts wins, right? Not a recipe for high fidelity 
data.

ISR has established a panel of over 1,500 healthcare industry professionals who 
have agreed to participate in research that is appropriate to their experience, 
roles and responsibilities; professionals in drug development, pharmaceutical 
sales and marketing, clinical investigators, site coordinators, and other critical 
roles. This ensures that our data are not systematically biased in a way that either 
favors or disenfranchises any constituency.
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reD flags
A superficial 
response such as 
“We only include 
decision-makers” 
or “They’re all 
senior executives.” 
Beware of titles. 
Just because 
someone has 
a “Director” 
title does not 
mean they have 
decision-making 
responsibility. 
In fact, in our 
industry, internal 
decision-makers 
are often different 
from external 
decision-makers. 
So how does 
one know the 
difference? 
Simple, you have 
to ask them, and 
we do.

whaT is The 
responsibiliTy 
profile for The 
parTiCipanTs?
We know it sounds basic but capturing information from the right people is 
critical. But while this principle is basic, it’s easy to get it wrong. You’re not 
looking for information about soft drink sales where any 18-24 year old male or 
female will do. We operate in highly specialized industries: drug development, 
pharmaceutical sales, the outsourcing of complex services and technologies. And 
the professionals within these industries hold highly specialized positions. The 
research must contain screening and profiling questions to ensure the individuals 
included in the research are appropriate for the project objectives.

Every ISR project includes heavy screening criteria that potential participants 
must pass to qualify. In fact, with our multi-layered screening procedures, 
correctly “guessing” one’s way past our screeners occurs, on average, only 1 in 
every 10,000 attempts. In addition, all of our projects capture a broad profile of 
each respondent’s responsibilities that paints a detailed picture of our respondent 
pool and gives you confidence in the quality of our data.
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reD flags
If you don’t see 
a date, don’t buy 
the data. At least 
not until you 
ask the question 
and receive 
an acceptable 
response. ISR 
puts the date 
on the title 
page. Everyone 
should. It is your 
initial frame of 
reference.

when were  
The DaTa 
ColleCTeD?

This one isn’t always critical; at least not as critical as the others. But for some 
topics, the age of the data is important. Our industry is very dynamic in some 
respects and quite stable in others. This has implications for the data’s shelf life. 
The more dynamic the target of the questioning, the fresher the data must be in 
order to meet the buyer’s needs. One ISR example of this kind of topic and report 
might be “The State of Adaptive Clinical Trials.” The science is new and evolving. 
The regulations and FDA guidance are new and evolving. Three year old data 
will do you little good. On the other hand, topics such as “Success in Patient and 
Investigator Recruitment” would have a longer useful lifespan; perhaps as long 
as 3 years. We’re obviously not suggesting there’s a magic number. We’re simply 
suggesting that you consider your topic and your topic’s data requirements to 
make an informed decision.

“It is a capital mistake to 
theorize before one has data.”

arThur Conan Doyle
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reD flags
There is an old 
saying in the 
world of market 
research: garbage 
in, garbage out. 
This means 
that unless the 
right data are 
collected from 
the right people, 
any analysis is 
worthless. There 
is no substitute 
for hands-on 
experience. Do 
your research on 
the report writers. 
Ask them some 
questions on the 
topic before you 
buy. If you don’t 
get the responses 
you want, then 
move on. If you 
have a good, 
deep, insightful 
conversation, 
then pull the 
trigger.

whaT is The 
baCkgrounD 
of The analysT 
who manageD 
The projeCT anD 
reporTing?

Where this question has its most critical implications is in the development of 
the study’s questionnaire or discussion guide. No, we’re not suggesting that only 
former drug development and commercialization professionals are qualified to 
do the work. Any market research professional is capable of writing a technically 
competent survey document. But having a history in the industry allows a project 
manager to ask more insightful questions and follow-ups that can provide 
immediate benefit to the report buyer. And while our customers are capable of 
interpreting data and coming to insightful conclusions for their business, ISR’s 
history in the industry enables a level of reporting that you simply won’t receive 
from other market research suppliers.

“Information’s pretty thin stuff 
unless mixed with experience.”

ClarenCe Day
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act with confidence

The  ISR Difference
Custom-quality syndicated market research

www.ISRreports.com

ISR's   Reports The   Common   
Syndicated   Reportvs.

How confident are you?

vs.
Data Collection

ISR's proprietary data collection 
tools and channels support fast, 

high quality data collection

Struggle to recruit the right 
targets and enough of them

vs.
Sample Sizes

Robust sample sizes that 
instill confidence

Often insufficient industry 
representation that leaves you 

defending results

vs.vs.
Research     methods

Mostly primary 
research; 

always appropriate 
for the topic

One size fits all; 
usually publically 

available data

vs.vs.
Respondents

Sophisticated screening 
ensures genuine 
decision-makers

Undisclosed 
methodologies and 

respondent demographics

vs.vs.
Analysts

Decades of experience 
means more insights that are 

immediately usable

Junior analysts capable of 
reporting numbers


